Hypothesis
The purpose of all genes is to spread themselves to the greatest degree.
What would the best way of spreading your genes as a human being be in a vast
human society?
 Get yourself a good education so that you can give a materialistically safe
life to your children, and so that they will have the better opportunity to
do the same for their children again. You need have all your descendants
for generations to come do this.
 Education depends on high IQ. In order to get intelligent children you
would need to marry an intelligent and well educated partner who has the
genes for it. Your children and their children and all your descending
generations would need to do the same.
 Material privileges are best obtained by a group where the members
cooperate and show some degree of altruism while they are exploitative
towards non group members. Sole individuals working alone to obtain
material privileges will be outcompeted by such a group. For this reason
your descendants for all generations to come would have to have group
cohesion and group cooperation and be exploitative towards non group
members.
 Two things will be experienced by this group:
1) This stock of high IQ in-group cooperative people will experience that
some of their group members marry people of a lower IQ. That
offspring will on average have a lower IQ.
2) Also two intelligent members can give birth to some less intelligent
children due to the variation that all people’s genome contains.
These two causes are a threat to the existence of that highly intelligent
group of your descendants. Therefore this group has to create an action
parameter that makes the individuals of lesser IQ and non educated
members (and their spouses) to deflect and join the regular society that the
group lives within.

Problems to solve in order to fulfill these requirements
 Find an intelligent and well educated marriage partner.
 Make your decendants find an intelligent marriage partner. This will
largely work by itself as human beings largely marry by social status.
Well educated marries well educated. But you would need some factor

that urges your decendants to do this as not everyone of high education
necessarily strive for accomplishing this.
 Make your decendants for all generations to come to have group
cooperation and being exploitative towards non group members.
 Make those of lesser IQ deflect and join regular society.

Solution of problems
The only thing that can make any person live by a special set of rules and act
accordingly to them is religion because the human species does not operate it’s
life by and listening to an excellent idea, and then implementing the pure logics
and rationality to achieve that goal. Ideas and the obvious logical
implementations of it is simply not enough to make people act in a certain way.
As the generations would pass this group would have grown to quite large
numbers. During this growth there would have been some selection on the genes
of this group. The people not possessing the psychological basis for group
cohesion and group identification would not see the good reasons for belonging
to such a group and they would deflect. The same with people who do not
possess the psychological basis for profound religiousness.
So in the end, after many generations, the result would be a group of individuals
of exceptionally high IQ, strong group cohesion, exploitative behaviour towards
non group members and a deep religiousness. And all these psychological traits
would have a genetic basis.
After this group has grown to the numbers of perhaps 5000 individuals then it
would be time to introduce a new rule. This rule would have to make the
members marry only group members. This would make sure that your already
”genetically bred” group of people would marry people possessing similar genes
for similar mental qualities. As generations would pass again this would purify
the race of this group and make sure that all members had the same genetic basis
for certain psychological properties and high IQ. A new race of people would
have been created where the race had been bred for certain psychological
properties and a high IQ, in addition to practicing a religion that keeps it all
together.

End phase

Such a group of within-group cooperative, non-group exploitative and high IQ
people consisting only of academics would after some generations when their
numbers had grown significantly become present in all sectors of society,
especially at the top levels. They would in time in fact dominate all the top
levels of society. They would be in business life (international enterprises and
banks), the legal institutions (lawyers and judges), in politics as politicians, the
universities as professors of science and the social sciences, arts, entertainment
(TV and cinema productions). In short they would be able to gradually
manipulate people by creating political ideologies, governing the media and the
entertainment business and having their seats in numerous important positions.
By access to academia and media they could spur revolutions, manipulate
financial life which again can start wars – in short the they would try to
influence the people of this world to act to satisfy the group’s needs and not just
the people’s needs. They would in fact be designing their environments
(societies) so that they could dwell within them much more comfortably and in
control of them.
The populations they would be living within would be their ”slaves” – that’s us.
We would form the labour stock and they would be living as parasites within the
host society and benefit on our work and war effort. In short it would be a
parasite – host relationship where the parasite actually is partly controlling the
actions of the host. (In nature there are parasites that take over the brain controls
of animals and control their behaviour to their own advantage by destroying the
survival ability of the host.)

When will this happen?
What I have been discussing here is evolution. Natural selection and evolution.
What is important to understand is that evolution is a constant process. Nature is
constantly producing evolutionary experiments that compete for survival and
reproduction. That is simply how all the millions of living species in this world
today have come to exist, and the process of evolution is continuing at this
moment as you are reading this. It is never standing still and Nature is very good
at doing this. So what is important to understand here is that this scenario of
human group parasite evolution that I have created is going to happen as soon as
there is an available niche for such a group, just like new species arise in nature
whenever there is a niche available. This is unavoidable. Nature works
constantly to find new genetic possibilities and it always succeeds in creating
something new.

So what would a good niche be for such a group? Such a group needs to exist
onto the work of others. So this group needs a civilization to thrive on.
Civilization has existed for thousands of years. In other words we should expect
that this group already exists and if it has existed for thousands of years then we
should expect it to be a large group already dominant in the top level of one or
several countries.
The creation scenario that I have made does not have to be a correct description
of how this group came to be created in real life. But I have correctly identified
an available niche in modern society and it is already filled by such a group. The
creation scenario that I made is merely a cruch of thinking to help myself putting
my mind in the place of “the selfish gene” and starting from “nowhere” with
nothing to build from except for “me – the selfish gene” who one day decided to
grab the dominant position. It is to help my mind go with the flow of natural
selection and evolutionary pressures.
So the evolutionary path I made is not certain because Nature can work in a
myriad of ways, but the available niche is certain. And it is certain that it is
already occupied.
Here are a set of objective criteria for identifying such a group:










It must be a religious group
The members are on average extremely intelligent
The member are on average extremely well educated
The members are unproportionally well represented in all top levels of
society; science & humanities, authors, politicians, finance and even
entertainment (TV and film productions).
They will also have a strong historical record of great intellectual
achievements
They will have an unproportionally high representation as Nobel Price
winners.
They will also be present in history as key figures in great political and
intellectual movements, often leading to great changes in society and even
revolutions. They might not be front figures, but still key figures in some
way.
They will also have been the center of some wars in history but they will
not necessarily have done all the war effort by themselves.

